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Abstract. A new mathematical formulation of the focusing method con-
necting the refractive index distribution of inhomogeneous optical com-
ponents to the transversally transmitted light distribution is presented.
This formulation has the following advantages: the characteristic singu-
larity occurring in the focusing method is avoided; a single numerical
integration is used instead of a double one, ensuring a faster data pro-
cessing; the refractionless approximation is introduced only in the final
step of calculations, leading to smaller errors; and the avoidance of a
residual logarithmic singularity. An inverse functional transform connect-
ing the intensity distribution in the near field to the refractive index distri-
bution inside the object is deduced and used to obtain analytical test
functions. The theoretical results are supported by computer simulations
and experiments with gradient-index rods and optical preforms, which
have shown improvements in the accuracy, stability, and speed of the
method. Moreover, this mathematical formulation for the axisymmetric
objects is generalized to a tomographic formulation for nonsymmetric
objects using the inverse Radon transform. An efficient algorithm and
suitable computer simulations are presented for this case. © 1996 So-
ciety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

A convenient method to determine the refractive index di
tribution ~RID! of optically inhomogeneous media with
slight index variations is the focusing method. The tran
parent inhomogeneous object is immersed in inde
matching liquid and is illuminated by a collimated beam o
incoherent light. The RID can be determined from the in
tensity distribution~ID! in the near field of the light focused
by the object~Fig. 1!.

Previously, this method has been successfully applied
axisymmetric objects, for example, to optical fibers and fi
ber preforms.1–4 In this treatment, for simplicity, it is con-
sidered the case of an object withn5n(x,y) not depending
on z. If the change of the refractive index is small in com
parison with the liquid indexnL , the trajectory through the
medium of a representative ray of the beam is described

d2y

dx2
5

1

nL

]n

]y
, ~1!

with the initial valuesy5p anddy/dx50.
Integrating Eq.~1! gives the ray slope on leaving the

object. In the axisymmetric case, whenn5n(r ), the ray
slope is2
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~r 22p2!1/2
, ~2!

whereL is the distance between the symmetry axis of the
object and the observation plane, andyL is the ray height at
this plane~Fig. 1!. By Abel inversion, Marcuse2 deduced
the RID in a cylindrical rod of radiusR in function of the
deflection angle:

n~r !2nL
nL

5
1

pL E
r

R p2yL
~p22r 2!1/2

dp

52
1

p E
r

R a

~p22r 2!1/2
dp. ~3!

It may be more convenient in practice to evaluate the
deviation anglea from the light intensity distribution in the
observation plane, rather than to measure it directly. As-
suming that the amount of power between two adjacent
rays is conserved along the ray trajectory and normalizing
the incident intensity to unity, the intensity in the observa-
tion plane satisfies the relation

dp5I ~yL! dyL . ~4!
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1306 Optic
Fig. 1 Optical setup configuration used in the focusing method.
Integrating Eq.~4! and accounting for the light intensity
conservation and axial symmetry,*0

R[ I (y8)21]dy850, the
deviation angle can be written in the form

a52
1

L E
0

yL
@ I ~y8!21# dy8. ~5!

In this paper, the focusing method is improved in a for
mulation that has the following advantages:~1! the charac-
teristic singularity arising in Eq.~3! is avoided;~2! a single
numerical integration is used, instead of the double on
resulting from the substitution of Eq.~5! into Eq.~3!, which
ensures faster data processing;~3! the refractionless ap-
proximationyL'p is introduced only in the final step of
calculations, leading to smaller errors; and~4! the avoid-
ance of the residual logarithmic singularity is ensured b
using the same approximation in both normation integr
and transform. An inverse functional transform connectin
the intensity distribution in the near field to the refractive
index distribution inside the object is deduced and used
obtain analytical test functions. The theoretical results we
supported by computer simulations and experiments wi
gradient-index~GRIN! rods and optical preforms. More-
over, this mathematical formulation for axisymmetric ob
jects is generalized to a tomographic formulation for non
symmetric objects using the inverse Radon transform. A
efficient algorithm and suitable computer simulations ar
presented.

2 Improved Analytical Treatment of the Marcuse
Formula in the Focusing Method

Placing the observation plane close to the object, i.e
L>R, sincea is small, it is possible to replace in the su-
perior integration limit5,6 in Eq. ~5! yL'p ~refractionless
approximation!. In this case, we have

n~r !2nL
nL

5
1

pL E
r

R dp

~p22r 2!1/2 H E
0

p

@ I ~y8!21# dy8J .
~6!

After a partial integration, the double integral reduces to
simple one5:
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~7!

in which the logarithmic singularity is weaker than in Mar-
cuse’s formula@Eq. ~3!#.

Starting with Eq.~5!, we have inverted the functional
dependence of the RID by the ID to obtain

I ~p!2152L
]

]p F2pnL E
p

R dn

dr

dr

~r 22p2!1/2G . ~8!

This inverse transformation provides us with an analytical
tool for generating test functions for computer experiments.

3 Numerical Simulations and Experimental
Results with the Improved Focusing
Method

The light intensity profile consists of a set ofM intensity
valuesai measured in a sequence of equidistant pointspi ,
in which the radiusR of the rod is divided. These values
must be normalized as

ai5
MI ~ i /M !

(n51
M I ~ i /M !

21, 0< i<M21. ~9!

For the numerical determination of the RID,

f k5 f S kM D5p
L

R

n~k/M !2nL
nL

, 0<k<M , ~10!

where we have setL5R and we have associated a triangu-
lar matrix Cki to the linear transformation from Eq.~7!,
such that6

f k5(
i>k

M

Ckiai , ~11!

where
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Cki52
1

M
@ i ~Fk,i1122Fki1Fk,i21!1Fk,i112Fk,i21

2~Gk,i1122Gki1Gk,i21!#, for k, i,M ,

Ckk52
1

M
@~k11!~Fk,k112Fk,k!2Gk,k111Gk,k#, ~12!

CkM5
1

M
@~M21!~Fk,M2Fk,M21!2Gk,M1Gk,M21#,

and

Fki5 i ln
i1~ i 22k2!1/2

E
2~ i 22k2!1/2,

~13!

Gki5
1

2 S i 22 1

2
k2D ln i1~ i 22k2!1/2

E
2
1

4
i ~ i 22k2!1/2,

with E52M for k50 andE5k for 0,k,M .
This procedure is equivalent to an analytical integratio

in Eq. ~7! of the polygonal contour obtained by linear in-
terpolation between the pointsai . Our numerical method is
computationally effective and has the additional advanta
that it eliminates the singularity in Eq.~7! completely.

The accuracy of this algorithm was tested on simulate
intensity profiles for which the RID could be determined
either analytically or by means of more elaborated nume
cal methods. The sensitivity to noise was tested by addi
random numbers to the analytic intensity distribution an
comparing the resulting RID with the RID in the noiseles
case~Fig. 2!. In all cases, a quite satisfactory accuracy wa

Fig. 3 Improved focusing method for a GRIN rod.

Fig. 2 Sensitivity of the focusing method to noise: (solid line), RIP in
the absence of noise; (dotted line), RIP with added noise; and (zig-
zag solid line), the intensity profile with added noise.
n
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found with little effect of the added noise.
Experimental results with a GRIN rod~Fig. 3! and with

an optical preform~Fig. 4! show small absolute errors
~1023! when the RIDs were compared with experimental
data given by other instruments.

4 Focusing-Based Optical Tomography for
Visualization and Measurement of
Nonsymmetric Refractive Index Distributions

Consider a slightly inhomogeneous transparent object im-
mersed in an index-matching liquid, such that

n~x,y!2nL
nL

!1 ~14!

~Fig. 5!. The focusing method described here for axisym-
metric objects can be generalized for visualizing and mea-
suring nonsymmetric objects with refractive index distribu-
tions satisfying the condition of Eq.~14!. The experimental
setup can be similar to that of Fig. 1, provided that the ID is

Fig. 4 Experimental results with the improved focusing method for a
fiber preform: (dotted line), our results, and (solid line), RID mea-
sured with a YORK instrument.

Fig. 5 Optical configuration used for the focusing-based tomogra-
phy.
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recorded for different angular positionsu of the object,
which is rotated around the origin of the coordinate system
In the general case wheren5n(x,y,z), the RID can be
determined on slices by considering only the projections o
the ray trajectories on thex0y plane.

Consider a coordinate systemx80y8 rotated with the
angleu with respect to the coordinate systemx0y of the
object, where

x5x8 cosu2y8 sin u,
~15!

y5x8 sin u1y8 cosu.

Because the variation of the refractive index is small, th
change of the ray direction within the object is also small
Thus, the ray slope on leaving the object can be obtained b
integrating Eq.~1! along the straight line havingy85p and
dy8/dx850. We obtain

a~p,u!5S dy8

dx8 D
L

5
1

nL
E

2`

` ]n~x,y!

]y8
dx8

5
1

nL
E

2`

` ]n

]p
~x8 cosu2p sin u,

x8 sin u1p cosu) dx8

5
1

nL

]

]p
N~p,u!, ~16!

where we have denoted

N~p,u!5E
2`

`

@n~x8 cosu2p sin u, x8 sin u1p cosu!

2nL# dx8

5E
2`

` E
2`

`

@n~x8 cosu2p sin u,

x8 sin u1p cosu)2nL]

3d~p2y8! dx8 dy8. ~17!

In Eq. ~17!, d is the delta function. Formally, in Eqs.~16!
and~17! the integration limits have been chosen to be6`,
but obviously the contributions of line segments outside th
object vanish.

By writing the refractive index in cylindrical coordinates
n(r ,w)5n(x,y), Eq. ~17! becomes

N~p,u!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

@n~r ,w!2nL#

3d @p2r sin ~w2u!# dx8 dy8. ~18!

Equation ~18! is the Radon transform of the function
n2nL . Assuming that the planar section of the object is
contained inside a circle of radiusR with its center in the
center of the coordinate system, Eq.~18! can be inverted as
follows7:
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n~r ,w!2nL5
1

2p2 E
2p/2

p/2

duE
2R

R ~]N/]p! dp

r sin ~w2u!2p
. ~19!

Thus, we can write the RID as an integral transform of the
deviation anglea:

n~r ,w!2nL
nL

5
1

2p2 E
2p/2

p/2

duE
2R

R a~p,u! dp

r sin ~w2u!2p
. ~20!

Because of the singularity in the denominator for
p5r sin ~w2u!, the second integral in Eqs.~19! and ~20!
must be interpreted in the sense of the Cauchy principal
value.

The deviation angle can be found from the intensity pro-
file measured at the angleu. As in the axisymmetric case,
the deviation angle will be approximated by

a~p,u!'
yL82p

L
, ~21!

whereyL8 is the ray position at the observation plane. Equa-
tion ~5! now becomes

a~p,u!52
1

L E
2R

yL8 @ I ~y9,u!21# dy9. ~22!

As in the case of Eq.~5!, we replace in the superior inte-
gration limit yL8 ' p and obtain for Eq.~20!

n~r ,w!2nL
nL

52
1

2p2L E
2p/2

p/2

duE
2R

R dp

r sin~w2u!2p

3E
2R

p

@ I ~y8,u!21# dy8. ~23!

Integrating by parts in the second integral and noting that

E
2R

R

@ I ~y8,u!21# dy850, ~24!

the RID can be finally cast into the form

n~r ,w!2nL
nL

52
1

2p2L E
2p/2

p/2

duE
2R

R

@ I ~p,u!21#

3 ln up/r2sin~w2u!u dp. ~25!

Note also that, multiplying the argument of the logarithm in
Eq. ~25! by an arbitrary factor not depending onp, Eq.~25!
remains unchanged@due to Eq.~24!#.

Equation~25! is the basic formula of the focusing-based
optical tomography for nonsymmetric RIDs. This equation
enables the reconstruction of the RID from IDs measured in
the observation plane, when the object is rotated at various
anglesu. The corresponding inverse transform is
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I ~p,u!2152L
]

]p
a~p,u!

52
L

nL
E

2`

` ]2n

]p2
~x8 cosu2p sin u,

x8 sin u1p cosu) dx8. ~26!

The results in the axisymmetric case can be regaine
from the preceding formulas. By setting in Eq.~20! a(p,u)
5a(p), the integration limits can be changed such that

n~r ,w!2nL
nL

5
1

2p2 E
0

R

dpa~p!E
2p

p du

r sin~w2u!2p
.

~27!

It can be shown that the second integral vanishes fo
p,r and that it is equal to~22p!/(p22r 2)1/2 for p.r .
Thus, Eq.~27! becomes Eq.~3!, which was first obtained
with the Abel transform. Similarly, Eq.~25! reduces to Eq.
~7!.

5 Numerical Algorithm and Tests for Focusing-
Based Optical Tomography

Assume that the ID is sampled at equal intervals both ov
p and overu. To discretize Eq.~25! we define a grid con-
sisting of (2M11)32N points for the pair of variables
~p,u!

pi5 iDp, Dp5R/M , i52M ,2M11,...,M
~28!

u j5 jDu, Du5p/2N, j52N11,2N12,...,N,

and a grid of (M11) 3 4N points for the pair~r ,w!

r k5kDr , Dr5Dp, k50,1,...,M

w l5 lDw, Dw5Du, l522N11,22N12,...,2N. ~29!

Abbreviating the second integral in Eq.~25! by J~u!, the
discretization overu can be chosen simply as

E
2p/2

p/2

J~u! du→ (
j52N11

N
p

2N
J~u j !. ~30!

For each valueuj , the set of measured intensity values is to
be normalized through

ai j5
~2M11!I ~pi ,u j !

(n52M
M I ~pn ,u j !

21. ~31!

For a fixed value ofj we defineI (p,u j ) as a continuous
function of variablep by linearly interpolating overp be-
tween neighboring experimental pointsai j and ai11,j .
Thus,J(u j ) can be calculated by piecewise analytical inte
gration of the ID:

J~u j !5(
i
E
iDp

~ i11!Dp
dpFai j1 ai11,j2ai j

Dp
~p2 iDp!G

3 ln up/r2 sin ~w2u j !u. ~32!
d

r

er

-

After some calculus, the RID is found to be

f kl52
R

8LMN (
j52N11

N

(
i52M

M

ai j ~hi11,k,l2 j22hi ,k,l2 j

1hi21,k,l2 j !, ~33!

where we denote

f kl5p
n~r k ,w l !2nL

nL
, ~34!

hikm5 H gikm2 ln gikm for gikmÞ0
0 for gikm50,

~35!

and

gikm5uk sin ~mDu!2 i u. ~36!

An important feature of the preceding integration tech-
nique is that the singularity occurring in Eq.~25! for
p5r sin~w2u! is eliminated in Eqs.~33! to ~36!.

The accuracy of this numerical algorithm was tested on
a simulated object with elliptical geometry having a RID
such that the corresponding ID could be determined ana-
lytically @using Eq.~26!#. Comparing the output obtained
with the present algorithm with the corresponding analyti-
cal RID, the accuracy was found to be quite satisfactory.
Moreover, by adding random numbers to the analytic ID
and comparing the resulting RID with the RID in the noise-
less case, it turns out that the noise has remarkably little
effect on the RID. In Figs. 6 and 7 the ID and the corre-
sponding RID obtained forM525 andN510 are shown
along the small half-axis of the ellipse~i.e., j5 l510! both
in the noiseless and in a noisy case.

Among the possible applications of the present method,
the investigation of the effect of assymetries and elliptici-
ties on the RID of optical fibers performs is suggested.

6 Conclusions

We have developed a new mathematical formulation of the
focusing method with the following advantages: the char-
acteristic singularity of the focusing method is avoided; a
single numerical integration is used, instead of a double
one, ensuring faster data processing; the refractionless ap-
proximation is introduced only in the final step of calcula-

Fig. 6 Simulations with the focusing-based tomography: (solid line),
ID in the absence of noise, and (dashed line), ID with added noise.
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tions, leading to smaller errors; and the residual logarithmi
singularity is removed. An inverse functional transform
connecting the intensity distribution in the near field to the
refractive index distribution inside the object is deduced
and used for obtaining analytical test functions. Our im
proved method has been tested by computer simulatio
and experiments with GRIN rods and optical preforms
showing increased accuracy, stability, and computation
efficiency. Moreover, this mathematical formulation for
axisymmetric objects is generalized to a tomographic for
mulation for nonsymmetric objects using the inverse Rado
transform. An efficient algorithm and suitable computer
simulations are given.
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